AVIAPLAST
AVIAPLAST LLC is a full-service contract manufacturer offering a wide range of
engineering solutions and innovative technologies. Our company has many years
of experience in the manufacturing of plastic spare parts for the aircrafts and rail
transport interiors.

We can start project from parts samples and used reverse engineering method,
from preliminary sketches or a full 3-D surface model, our experienced engineering
staff works closely with customers to develop a cost-effective product solution. Our
in-house mold manufacturing capability, allow to make in short terms all necessary production tooling. Our full line of production capabilities – Vacuum forming,
thermoplastic injection molding, plastic parts extrusion , high precision Milling and
Lathe СNС machining allow to provide high quality services and ensure the shortest possible cycle from development to full scale production.

In 2006 our company began producing components of the interior equipment
using Reverse engineering technology, manufacturing of parts to customer designs
using advanced systems of three-dimensional scanning and computer-aided design, rapid prototyping technology and modern methods of calculating the strength,
durability, and as a result of extension of product life cycle. Our first customers
was largest Russian airlines and after some time we established work with foreign
companies.

Currently, AVIAPLAST is the unique Russian company that has its own production facility and the ability to produce plastic spare parts on customer’s samples
for aircraft interiors, with full documentary support and the issuance of all necessary documentation required for further installation to the aircraft , including such
documents as: EASA Form 1, Certificate of Conformity, as well as the conclusion
of a certified laboratory to conduct the necessary tests used in the production of
the materials and products in general, in full accordance with the requirements of
the aviation authorities.

The main activity of our company is the design, manufacture and repair of aircraft
interiors components as well as direct delivery of interiors equipment, spare parts,
row materials and tools of the world’s leading manufacturers.
Here you can find a brief list of our products and learn about the services that
our company provides:

AVIAPLAST LLC:
Design & Manufacturing of cabin interiors spare parts (Seat fairings, Srouds,
Tray tables, Arm caps, Escutcheons, Latches etc.)
Maintenance, Overhaul& Repair of aircraft seats (Seat repair shop capabilities)
Galleys & Lavatory equipment supplying (Meal and sales trolleys, conteiners and etc)
Engineering & Design services
Services by Vacuum & Pressure forming, injection molding and extrusion of a wide
range of materials such as ABS, PVC, PPSU, Polycarbonate and other materials.
Equipment and row materials for MRO´s (we provide maintenance, repair, and
operational solutions for airlines business)
Metal working (Milling, Lathe precision operation, laser and Hydro CNC cutting
and others)
Product Support and After-Sales Services
Our company has all necessary equipment and technology for the realization of
the most complex projects. The experience accumulated by our specialists over the
years, helps ensure the highest quality of our products, regardless of the complexity
of the project.
We are always open for cooperation and ready to consider any options for partnership.
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